This half term we will be exploring some counties in the United Kingdom.
We will be comparing Stalybridge, Manchester and Whitby, North Yorkshire.
We will be describing and recognising both physical and human features of the
UK and all these areas. Additionally children will be looking at atlases which are
both local and larger scale. This will include google maps and other online
resources.

We will be reading ‘Into the Forest’ by Anthony Browne. The
children will be writing their own versions of this story. We will also
be revisiting non-chronological reports.
Additionally, children will be reading poems by Lewis Carrol;
 Jabberwocky
 The Walrus and the Carpenter
They will be writing their own poems inspired by this poet.







We will be working money, primarily adding and
subtracting and calculation solving problems.
Statistics
Measurement (length and perimeter)
Ordering and comparing fractions.
Additionally, children will be constantly revisiting times tables.

Art & Music



Children will continue to have their weekly music
lesson with Mrs Stone.
We will be researching Andy Goldsworthy and creating
artwork inspired by this artist.

Computing
We will be focussing on presentation skills
by making our own powerpoints.

RE / French



In RE we are learning why the bible is
important to Christians today.
In French we will be learning to say
where we live and naming things in the
local area.

PE
Year 3 will continue their
weekly sessions with the
sports coach.
Please remember to wear
PE kits to school and
ensure children do not
wear earrings on your
child’s PE day
(Wednesday).

Homework
This will continue to be set each Friday.
Please encourage your child to produce
their neatest work.
Spelling lists are given each Friday for
learning for the following week.
Tables continue to be a focus and regular
practise is needed.
Thank you for your support in this.

PHSE
Our Jigsaw topic this half term is ’Healthy Me’ which is all about being fit
and making healthy choices.

